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Abstract: Global demand for energy continues to increase rapidly, due to economic and population
growth, especially for increasing market economies. These lead to challenges and worries about
energy security that can increase as more users need more energy resources. Also, higher consumption
of fossil fuels leads to more greenhouse gas emissions, which contribute to global warming. Moreover,
there are still more people without access to electricity. Several studies have reported that one of
the rapidly developing source of power is wind energy and with declining costs due to technology
and manufacturing advancements and concerns over energy security and environmental issues,
the trend is predicted to continue. As a result, tools and methods to simulate and optimize wind
energy technologies must also continue to advance. This paper reviews the most recently published
works in Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulations of micro to small wind turbines, building
integrated with wind turbines, and wind turbines installed in wind farms. In addition, the existing
limitations and complications included with the wind energy system modelling were examined and
issues that needs further work are highlighted. This study investigated the current development of
CFD modelling of wind energy systems. Studies on aerodynamic interaction among the atmospheric
boundary layer or wind farm terrain and the turbine rotor and their wakes were investigated.
Furthermore, CFD combined with other tools such as blade element momentum were examined.
Keywords: Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD); micro to small wind turbine; building integrated
with wind turbine; wind farm; aerodynamic interaction; wind energy systems; atmospheric boundary
layer (ABL); blade element momentum (BEM)

1. Introduction
Over the last decade, the production of renewable energy has rapidly increased and this
development is expected to continue. Wind energy generation contributed a great share to this
expansion and has attracted institutional investors. Wind resource is one of the most used sources of
energy and about 50 GW have been installed in the year 2014 [1]. The global warming effect, increasing
price of fossil products, instability of the energy market, and desire for clean-smart cities are the main
drivers for increasing awareness in renewable technologies. Creating an environment which is clean
and sustainable for the future is one of the greatest challenges of our time. As conventional sources like
coal, oil, and other fossil fuels are limited and continue to be depleted, it is very important to search for
renewable energy sources and develop technologies [2]. Researchers continue to develop and optimise
wind turbines to eliminate the drawbacks associated with these devices. Due to all of these issues,
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Buildings or roofs integrated with micro-wind turbines are also creating great attention for
Buildings or roofs integrated with micro-wind turbines are also creating great attention for
decentralised power production and promising low cost renewable energy devices in populated
decentralised power production and promising low cost renewable energy devices in populated
areas, but, there is an uncertainty concerning the viability of these wind turbines. In high density
areas, but, there is an uncertainty concerning the viability of these wind turbines. In high density
urban/suburban areas, the installation of wind turbines is fairly limited because of problems
urban/suburban areas, the installation of wind turbines is fairly limited because of problems including
including high turbulence intensity, low wind speeds, and possibly of greater levels of noise
high turbulence intensity, low wind speeds, and possibly of greater levels of noise produced by
the turbine. In order to make use of the application of micro-small renewable-energy production,
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particularly smaller turbines, allowing for tower heights that permits max utilisation of the accessible
wind resource is important [10]. Between the different classifications of wind systems, small-scale
VAWT showed the greatest potential for the generation of power in off-grid locations [11]. But the
wind turbines are mostly being utilised in wind power farms or high-rise buildings where the wind
with high speed is available. Few studies focus on the micro-wind utilisation in low-rise buildings due
to the bottleneck i.e., wind speed cannot meet the minimal speed requirement of small wind turbines.
Recently, the optimisation of wind farms using CFD has received much attention in literature.
For uniform terrains, the wind farm layout optimisation has been addressed through many works
using various strategies; but currently, optimising the layout of wind farm on non-uniform/complex
terrains is a challenge because of the absence of accurate and computationally tractable wake models
for the assessment of the layout of wind farm. CFD modelling solutions such as actuator-disk and
-line were established to predict the interaction with non-uniform terrains and phenomena of wake
though these methods are computationally expensive particularly during the process of optimisation.
There is an ongoing debate on the health effects of wind turbines, especially in terms of
aerodynamic noise, coming from the rotational motion of the blades of these devices. Therefore,
set-back distances have been reported globally in order to avoid or minimise possible criticisms or
impacts from the population located nearby the turbines [12]. The noise coming from the wind turbine
has been an issue for years which resulted in barrier to widespread the use of wind turbines [13]. It is
one of the most typical obstacles to the application of wind turbines, it is necessary to design the wind
turbine rotors as quiet as possible. Currently, there is limited work available to examine the sources of
noise for these devices, in particular, smaller wind turbines. The noise can create a negative influence
on people nearby wind turbine [14]. In addition, these devices can also have adversative impact on
animals, specifically by collision with the turbine blades [15].
Large scale wind turbines were found to affect the local climatic conditions and the atmosphere,
while smaller wind turbines can provide a good possibility for providing power that could be sufficient
for local demands without changing the local conditions. The growing attention on the installation
of sustainable energy systems has led to a wide range of micro-wind turbine methods introduced
in the market. Though most of the commercially used wind turbines are the HAWT, vertical axis is
recognised to have a potential technology for the future. The application of micro-small-scale wind
turbine is increasing with also the legislation and support encouraging further development [16].
It is known that the environmental impacts produced in the operational process of wind turbines
are lower compared to the ones produced by fossil fuels-based systems [17], however, the overall
contribution of smaller wind turbines may be limited. The environmental effects of small-micro
turbines and their capability to contribute to climate change targets in the UK was examined by [18].
Installation of small wind turbines in the domestic sector would only save around 0.6–1% of greenhouse
emissions of 2009. So, its potential to contribute to the climate change targets of the UK is limited.
CFD modelling has been used by several researchers to predict the wind energy systems’
performance over the last few decades. With the growing computing capacity of modern computers,
CFD modelling has developed to a substantial tool to numerically assess the wind conditions within
the investigated site or environment [19–21]. Current developments in wind turbine using CFD
simulation have shown progress from flow modelling of flow around two-dimensional aerofoils to
ABL or atmospheric boundary layer flow by arrangements of turbines or wind farms. The velocity
profile of the wind depends on the boundary layer based on a complex terrain layout that varies
significantly on the roughness of surface and local Reynolds number. Accuracy of CFD simulations of
wind flow is important for choosing wind farm locations and the design of suitable wind turbines.
The rising computational resource and power in the past few years permitted the CFD simulation of
the sites containing the wind turbines.
To respond to the challenges associated with the modelling of wind turbines in various scales,
this study will review the state of the art and most recent literature (2010–2018) on the CFD modelling
of wind turbine energy systems. Different types of wind turbine categories will be investigated: micro
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H-rotor Darrieus turbine. The results showed that LS (1)-0413 aerofoil had a power coefficient 10%
higher than the NACA 0018. In another study [30], the same author compared the performance
of 20 different symmetrical and unsymmetrical aerofoil shapes (Figure 5) to maximise the power
and torque coefficient. The results indicated that the S-1046 aerofoil section led to a 27% increase
in maximum
power
output
coefficient compared to the standard symmetrical NACA 6aerofoils.
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had improved
for the studied
high-solidity
ratio
turbine. Furthermore, good consistency was seen among the LES numerical model and experimental
results, both for the variable and fixed pitch mechanisms as detailed in Figure 6.
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VAWTs such as H-Darrieus rotor can be effective in low wind speed conditions but since blades
with symmetrical profiles are generally used, it had poor self-starting capabilities. Its starting
performance can be improved by using high solidity cambered or unsymmetrical blades. Bausas and
Danao [32] used CFD modelling to study the overall performance of a camber-bladed VAWT under
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VAWTs such as H-Darrieus rotor can be effective in low wind speed conditions but since blades
with symmetrical profiles are generally used, it had poor self-starting capabilities. Its starting
performance can be improved by using high solidity cambered or unsymmetrical blades. Bausas and
Danao [32] used CFD modelling to study the overall performance of a camber-bladed VAWT under
varying wind conditions. The CFD analysis highlighted that variable wind causes a negative effect on
the VAWT’s performance with up to 9% drop in pressure coefficient. In addition, the camber slightly
improved VAWT’s performance. Similarly, Sengupta et al. [33] also conducted a CFD investigation
to evaluate the self-starting features and efficiency of a H-Darrieus turbine with unsymmetrical
blades under low wind conditions. The study concluded that the unsymmetrical blades had a higher
power and static and dynamic torque coefficient than the evaluated symmetrical blades. Li et al. [34]
conducted 3D transient CFD analysis of a straight-bladed turbine to assess the influence of near-wake
and thrust coefficient. The results showed that the momentum amount is minimum at the tip of blade
and maximum at the centre of the blade. Furthermore, the CFD model based on the k-epsilon SST
transport model provided reasonable predictions as compared to the experimental results. In another
study, Li et al. [35] predicted the aerodynamic performance of the same VAWT model in the span-wise
direction. Based on the evaluation of the experimental and CFD data, it was seen that the fluid force
reduced as the spanwise position increased.
The study of Abdalrahman et al. [36] focused on investigating an intelligent controller for blade
pitch of a small H-type VAWT for optimising its power production. CFD was used to examine the
performance at various tip speed ratios. The flow was investigated using two methods: sliding mesh
and MRF or multiple reference frame method. The power coefficient was solved for each configuration
and validated with available experimental data. Due to the complexity related to the dynamic response
modelling of the turbine rotor, the numerical data was used for mapping the rotor’s variable- and
fixed-pitch angle system models using an artificial neural network. Results showed that the proposed
technique improved the output by up to 25%, as compared to a fixed blade configuration.
One of the benefits of the VAWT is its capability to extract wind power from any wind angle
or direction and hence it does not require costly pitch and yaw system [37]. Although this also
results in deceleration because of the torque (negative) on the returning blades, which then decreases
performance. To address this, Stout et al. [38] examined the efficiency improvement of a small VAWT
as a result of the addition of an upstream deflector or guide vanes. A 2D VAWT was simulated using
ANSYS Fluent CFD to calculate the unsteady Navier–Stokes equation and the k-epsilon RNG model.
At the initial process, the performance was enhanced by modifying the pitch angle and orientation,
before assessing the impact on increasing wind velocity had on the turbine efficiency. Results showed
that it reached 19% maximum efficiency and employed as the design for open rotor. Installed deflectors
redirected the fluid flow from the returning turbine blade, thus minimising the negative torque on
the device. Moreover, deflectors with width angles between 36 and 45◦ were observed to enhance the
performance of the turbine by up to 1.27%.
CFD simulations were conducted by Arpino et al. [39] to examine the optimal formation of
straight-blade Darrieus type VAWT, particularly designed for energy conversion at low wind velocities.
The system consisted of three aerofoilpairs, composed of primary and secondary blades with various
chord lengths. Analyses were conducted using CFD OpenFOAM, taking into account various
turbulence models and using the moving mesh method. The simulation data were compared to
the results gathered from the experimental wind tunnel tests of a scaled model and it was concluded
that the most accurate model for the analysis of the investigated turbine was the Spalart–Allmaras one
equation model.
Various numerical models were developed over the years to accurately simulate the aerodynamic
performance of VAWTs. The numerical models can be categorised into the main types, stream-tube,
vortex method and CFD modelling. The study of Delafin et al. [40] compared the RANS CFD modelling
method with other two low order aerodynamic models (double multiple streamtube model and
free-wake vortex mode) based on the prediction of VAWT’s performance, examined by Sandia National
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Laboratories. The models were assessed based on the prediction of the power coefficient, power, thrust,
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tip vortex formation, the grid which had a substantial effect on the vortex evolution was concentrated
in the rotor blade area, as shown in Figure 9. The vortex structure distribution was more complex
with the span wise direction at a lower TSR and the tip vortex had an extended dissipation distance
at a high TSR. Moreover, the average wind velocity results demonstrated a small value beside the
blade and large value behind the blade tip, due to the vortex effect.
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the rotor blade area, as shown in Figure 9. The vortex structure distribution was more complex with
the span wise direction at a lower TSR and the tip vortex had an extended dissipation distance at a
high TSR. Moreover, the average wind velocity results demonstrated a small value beside the blade
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lead to improved performance. Giorgetti et al. [50] used CFD to investigate the enhancement in power
that can be achieved by setting medium to high solidity and thus low TSR Darrieus micro turbines in
that can be achieved by setting medium to high solidity and thus low TSR Darrieus micro turbines in
close proximity. CFD simulations were conducted to assess the aerodynamic interferences in twoclose proximity. CFD simulations were conducted to assess the aerodynamic interferences in twoand four-rotor formations as shown in Figure 10. In addition, the performance of counter-rotating
and four-rotor formations as shown in Figure 10. In addition, the performance of counter-rotating
and co-rotating arrangements was compared. The results of the simulations demonstrated a rise in
and co-rotating arrangements was compared. The results of the simulations demonstrated a rise in
production of around 10% as compared to an isolated turbine. The study concluded that acceleration
production of around 10% as compared to an isolated turbine. The study concluded that acceleration
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improved performance. Giorgetti et al. [50] used CFD to investigate the enhancement in power
that can be achieved by setting medium to high solidity and thus low TSR Darrieus micro turbines
in close proximity. CFD simulations were conducted to assess the aerodynamic interferences in
two- and four-rotor formations as shown in Figure 10. In addition, the performance of counter-rotating
and co-rotating arrangements was compared. The results of the simulations demonstrated a rise in
production of around 10% as compared to an isolated turbine. The study concluded that acceleration
of the freestream flow among the turbines was the reason of the improvement of power extraction
through
re-energisation
andREVIEW
contraction of the turbine wakes.
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A similar CFD study was conducted by Zanforlin and Nishino [51] to investigate the
A similar CFD study was conducted by Zanforlin and Nishino [51] to investigate the enhancement
enhancement of power generation due to the pairing of counter-rotating VAWTs. They concluded
of power generation due to the pairing of counter-rotating VAWTs. They concluded that two main
that two main mechanisms contribute to the power increase of a side by side counter-rotating
mechanisms contribute to the power increase of a side by side counter-rotating VAWTs: (1) modification
VAWTs: (1) modification of lateral velocity in the windward pathway due to the existence of the
of lateral velocity in the windward pathway due to the existence of the adjacent wind turbine
adjacent wind turbine and (2) wake contraction in the downwind path. Ghasemian et al. [52]
and (2) wake contraction in the downwind path. Ghasemian et al. [52] emphasised that the grouping
emphasised that the grouping of VAWTs results in distributed flows downwind of rotors with
of VAWTs results in distributed flows downwind of rotors with reduced wind speed and the optimum
reduced wind speed and the optimum arrangement can enhance the power generation.
arrangement can enhance the power generation.
Table 1 summarises the different CFD studies on wind turbines in the micro to small scale
Table 1 summarises the different CFD studies on wind turbines in the micro to small scale
including augmentation using guide vanes and shrouds, blade profile modification optimisation,
including augmentation using guide vanes and shrouds, blade profile modification optimisation,
wind turbine wake interaction, aeroacoustics of wind turbines, unsteady wind flow conditions and
wind turbine wake interaction, aeroacoustics of wind turbines, unsteady wind flow conditions and
self-starting characteristics. The effects of different geometrical and operating parameters including
self-starting characteristics. The effects of different geometrical and operating parameters including tip
tip speed ratio, blade number and blade shapes, wind speed, solidity on the wind turbine
speed ratio, blade number and blade shapes, wind speed, solidity on the wind turbine performance
performance and self-starting characteristics were investigated. Several studies highlighted the
and self-starting characteristics were investigated. Several studies highlighted the importance of
importance of CFD in accelerating the design process of micro to small scale wind turbines and
CFD in accelerating the design process of micro to small scale wind turbines and bringing down
bringing down the overall cost of design. Many research on micro to small scale wind turbines have
the overall cost of design. Many research on micro to small scale wind turbines have used CFD for
used CFD for designing the blades and computing the forces acting on it. Various numerical models
designing the blades and computing the forces acting on it. Various numerical models were established
were established over the years to accurately simulate the aerodynamic performance of micro to small
over the years to accurately simulate the aerodynamic performance of micro to small scale wind
scale wind turbines. The numerical models can be mainly categorised into stream-tube, vortex
turbines. The numerical models can be mainly categorised into stream-tube, vortex method and CFD
method and CFD modelling. Many of the CFD studies carried out used low order models including
modelling. Many of the CFD studies carried out used low order models including the k-epsilon, SST
the k-epsilon, SST k-ω, or Spalart–Allmaras models and few investigations used models such as LES
k-ω, or Spalart–Allmaras models and few investigations used models such as LES and Reynolds Stress
and Reynolds Stress Transport models. Few studies have studied the noise output of small scale wind
Transport models. Few studies have studied the noise output of small scale wind turbines. Several
turbines. Several studies have employed CFD to predict the turbulent flow field in combination with
studies have employed CFD to predict the turbulent flow field in combination with analytical method
analytical method to accurately predict the noise generation by a wind turbine.
to accurately predict the noise generation by a wind turbine.
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Table 1. Wind Turbine Assessment—Small Wind Turbine.
Author

Type

No of WT

Capacity

Tool/Method

Key Findings

De-Santoli et al. (2014)

VAWT Micro WT
(AM300)

1

Nominal electric
power of 3.7 kW

FLUENT, 3D

The proposed WT’s electricity production is 6000 kWh annually.
The electricity generation is improved by 50% with the use of PV array to
the device.

Wang and Zhan (2013)

Savonius VAWT

2

-

FLUENT, RANS, 3D,
Realizable k-ε

The wind rotor performance integrated with semi-circular blades was
almost similar to the semi-cylindrical wind rotor and slower compared to
the shape of spiral twisted wind rotor but the semi-circular wind rotor
operates more smoothly.

El-Zahaby et al. (2016)

Diffuser augmented
wind turbines
(DAWT)

-

FLUENT, 2D,
standard k-ε

Expected power increase level at optimal flange angle reaches a value of
1.953 related to the expected power of standard turbine, whereas the
estimated power increase ratio of normal flange reaches 1.903 which
means that the improvement in power generation is about 5% due to the
optimal flange angle.

Abdalrahman et al. (2017)

Darrieus VAWT
(H-type VAWT)

-

FLUENT, 2D

Blade pitch angle method increases the power output of the H-type VAWT,
an average 25% improvement.

Mohamed (2012)

Darrieus turbine
(H-rotor VAWT)

-

-

FLUENT, URANS,
Realizable κk-ε

The investigation on aerodynamic was conducted for 20 different aerofoil
s (Symmetric and Non-symmetric) by 2-dimensional CFD to maximise
output torque and output power coefficient. An improvement of the
H-rotor Darrieus turbine performance can be achieved in this method.

Elkhoury et al. (2015)

VAWT with low
aspect ratio 3 straight
blades with struts

-

-

FLUENT, LES, 3D

The greatest power coefficient distribution changes were found in the tests
at low level of wind speeds of 6 m/s and 4 m/s for the NACA0018
fixed-pitch and aerofoils NACA 634-221.

Bausas and Danao (2015)

VAWT

-

5kW

FLUENT, 2D,
standard k-ε

Despite of the increase in wind energy because of varying wind at 233.13
W in a wind cycle compared to 229.69 W for the stable 5 m/s wind speed,
generated power by the camber-bladed VAWT decreased to 74.96 W from
the steady 78.32 W wind rotor power.

Sengupta et al. (2016)

VAWT
(H-Darrieus rotor)

-

-

FLUENT, 2D, RNG
k-ε

The investigation showed that asymmetrical blade rotor had greater vital
torque and greater power level compared to the asymmetrical EN0005 and
even blade H-Darrieus rotors.

Li et al. (2016)

Straight-bladed VAWT

-

-

FLUENT, 3D, RANS,
SST k-ε

The fluid force was reduced with the increase of span wise positions
excluding the position of support structure.

Stout et al. (2017)

VAWT with an
Upstream Deflector

2

-

FLUENT 14.0

The application of small, curve upstream deflectors were seen to enhance
the turbine performance up to 1.266%; with the WT that requiring
decreased rotational speed to offer optimal performance values.
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Table 1. Cont.
Author

Arpino et al. (2017)

Yang et al. (2017)

Type

VAWT

VAWT

No of WT

2

1

Capacity

Tool/Method

Key Findings

Open FOAM

The simulation of the power coefficient-TSR curves of a VAWT and the
moving mesh method combined with SpalartAllmaras turbulence model
provided acceptable results, in spite of few discrepancies among
experimental and numerical data.

-

WAsP, LES, RANS

The vortex structure distribution with the span wise direction was more
complicated at a lower tip speed ratio and the tip vortex had a longer
dissipation distance at a highertip speed ratio. Moreover, the average
wind speed demonstrated a higher value near the tip of the blade and a
small value close to the blade due to the vortex effect.
Double Multi-Streamtube method was seen to be less accurate compared
to the vortex method, which itself was seen to be less accurate than the
RANS CFD. For all the tip speed ratios tested, the Double
Multi-Streamtube method over-predicted the torque amplitude while the
RANS CFD gave a good prediction of this amplitude.

-

Delafin et al. (2017)

VAWT

-

-

ANSYS CFX,
CACTUS, 3D, RANS
k-omega SST

Rezaeiha et al. (2017)

VAWT

-

-

FLUENT, SIMPLE,
2D URANS

A domain width of 20 × diameter and a rotating core of 1.5 × diameter
were seen to be safe choices to reduce uncertainty in the boundary
conditions and effects of blockage on the results.

Klein et al. (2017)

HAWT and VAWT

-

450 kW fan

FLOWer, 3D,
URANS, SST
turbulence

Good accordance was seen for the flow fields, the on-blade speed and the
angle between the line of the chord of an aero foil and relative airflow.
Deviations occulted for the bending moments.

Chowdhury et al. (2016)

VAWT upright and
tilted positions

-

-

URANS, SST
k-omega

It was seen that in the situation of tilted structure the wake stream shifts
downward. This characteristics of VAWT in tilted state may result into
effective sea surface application in floating offshore wind farms.

2 and 5 kW

FLUENT, 2D, 3D,
RANS, DES

Calculations from the CFD was found to enhance the accurateness of noise
projections when compared to the analytical flow solution; for the
inflow-turbulence noise sources, blade produced turbulence dominates
the atmospheric inflow turbulence.

Incompressible LES

The study showed direct relation among the strength of the rotational
speed and the radiated noise. Moreover, the effect of receiver distance on
the Overall Sound Pressure Level was investigated and it was concluded
that it varies with a logarithmic trend with the receiver distance.

LES, 3D

The study showed that noise evaluations can be achieved with less
computational expense as compared to carrying out full WT models,
and with greater accurateness compared to using semi empirical noise
anticipated codes. Moreover, the study recommended that the expected
0 radial flow was used for computing the farfield noise at high TSR.

Botha et al. (2017)

Ghasemian and
Nejat (2015)

Wasala et al. (2015)

VAWT

H-Darrieus VAWT

HAWT
CART-2

2

-

-

-

660 kW
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Table 1. Cont.
Author

Type

No of WT

Capacity

Tool/Method

Key Findings
Studies of VAWT in multiple columns demonstrated that the downstream
columns may be more effective than the leading column, a proposition
which could result to radical enhancement in productivity of small scale
wind farm.

Bremseth and
Duraisamy (2016)

VAWT

-

-

OVERTURNS,
URANS,
e-Spalart–Allmaras
turbulence

Dabiri (2011)

Counter-rotating
VAWT

6

-

Numerical
Simulations

Results recommended an alternative method to small scale wind farming
that could concurrently lessen the cost, size, and environmental effects of
wind farms.

Giorgetti et al. (2015)

Straight-bladed
Darrieus Vertical Axis
micro-turbines

2

1.2kW VAWT

Fluent, 2D, URANS,
k-ω SST

The accelerated free-stream flow between the turbines was the main cause
of the power extraction improvement by means of re-energisation and
contraction of the turbine wakes. CFD projections of a four-rotor
configuration proved this hypothesis, also the wind direction greatly
affects the overall efficiency

Zanforlin and
Nishino (2016)

VAWT

2

1.2 kW

Unsteady (URANS),
2D

Results demonstrated that the total power of a staggered pair of turbines
cannot surpass that of a side-by-side pair of turbines.

-

FLUENT, k-ε
turbulence k- ω
(SST), RANS-LES

Power variation decreased through increasing the blade number. Greater
number of blades allows the maximum power coefficient to be reach at
lower angular velocities. The guide vane is a good strategy to increase the
performance of wind turbines and enhance their self-starting ability
specifically at lower level of wind speeds.

Ghasemian et al. (2017)

Darrieus vertical axis
wind turbines

-
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3. Building Scale

There has been renewed interest by
by architects,
architects, built
built environment
environment engineers,
engineers, developers and
governments regarding
regarding the
the installation
installation of
of wind
wind turbines
turbines into urban or built environments due to their
governments
capability to provide delocalised power which could provide a solution to the increasing
increasing urbanisation
sustainable buildings [53,54]. Wind
and renewable energy demand and interest in low energy and sustainable
turbines positioned at the rooftop of a tall building to extract wind
wind energy, in theory, could take
advantage
of
a
higher
area
of
the
wind
velocity
profile
(see
Figure
11) which
is not significantly
advantage of a higher area of the wind velocity profile (see Figure 11) which
is not significantly
affected
affected
by theroughness
surface roughness
[55,56]. Prominent
theTrade
World
TradeinCentre
in
by
the surface
[55,56]. Prominent
examplesexamples
include, include,
the World
Centre
Bahrain,
Bahrain,
Strata
Tower in
London,
and Tower
Pearl River
Tower inwhich
Guangzhou
which have buildingStrata
Tower
in London,
and
Pearl River
in Guangzhou
have building-integrated
wind
integrated
wind turbines [57].
turbines
[57].

Figure 11.
11. Wind
Wind velocity
velocity profile
profile in
Figure
in the
the internal
internal boundary
boundary layer
layer in
in an
an urban
urban area.
area.

Currently, there are
are several
several challenges
challenges to installing
installing wind turbines in urban areas, particularly
turbines near an urban environment. The main challenge is the availability
availability of adequate wind resource
in these
The
wind
conditions
in urban
areas are
highly
due to surface
roughness
theseenvironments.
environments.
The
wind
conditions
in urban
areas
are complex
highly complex
due to
surface
roughness
and theofpresence
obstacles,
i.e.,and
buildings
and structures,
characterised
byspeed
low wind
and
the presence
obstacles,ofi.e.,
buildings
structures,
characterised
by low wind
and
speedturbulence
and high which
turbulence
which
are not
desirable
regarding
powerby
production
by Furthermore,
WTs [58,59].
high
are not
desirable
regarding
power
production
WTs [58,59].
Furthermore,
theinwind
turbines
in other
buildings
alsosuch
raise
other concerns
such vibration
as aesthetic
the
wind turbines
buildings
also raise
concerns
as aesthetic
dissatisfaction,
and
dissatisfaction,
vibration
aerodynamic
noise
[60]. and aerodynamic noise [60].
Several researchers have employed CFD modelling to establish the feasibility of building
integrated turbines. CFD can investigate how the wind flows over a building,
building, the
the effect
effect of
of the
the speed,
speed,
direction and turbulence of flow and the interference effects of surrounding
surrounding buildings
buildings or
or structures.
structures.
It is important to carefully assess the position of the WT on a building so that the great volume of
power can
canbebegathered.
gathered.
Figure
12 illustrates
examples
the incorporation
large
scale
wind
power
Figure
12 illustrates
examples
of theofincorporation
of largeofscale
wind
turbines
turbines
(roof, between
buildings,
within
the structure)
and small-scale
wind turbines
into buildings.
(roof,
between
buildings,
within the
structure)
and small-scale
wind turbines
into buildings.
Sağlam
conducted an investigation
investigation of wind turbine
turbine installations in buildings
Ayhan and Sa
ğlam [20] conducted
using CFD modelling. The
The wind
wind flows
flows and
and aerodynamics
aerodynamics were
were examined
examined according
according to the local
meteorological data and local buildings features. To achieve the greatest potential resource of wind
energy and prevent turbulent places, CFD was used to simulate the annual wind flows with buildings
locating, analysing, and designing wind turbines around and
and on
on buildings.
buildings. The work
to assist in locating,
highlighted that the height of mounted WT was essential as wind can be extremely strong at rooftop
aremore
moreadvisable
advisableto
to use
use in
in urban
urban areas.
areas. The typical Darrieus WT
height. Moreover, smaller VAWTs
VAWTs are
was not suitable because it was observed to be too noisy, while the Savonious rotor has the drawback
of low power levels. Through improvement
improvement of the initial
initial design
design of Darrieus
Darrieus by
by decreasing
decreasing the
the TSR,
TSR,
the noise can be minimised.
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Figure 12. Building integration of (a) large scale WTs and (b) small scale WTs.

Figure 12. Building integration of (a) large scale WTs and (b) small scale WTs.
The size of WTs for building integration is constrained by the available space. To highlight this
issue,
a number
of studies
have tried
to increase
by WTs
forcing
through
a duct
with a To
turbine
Figure
Building
integration
of (a)ispower
large
scale
and
(b)
small
scale
WTs.
The size
of WTs
for12.building
integration
constrained
byair
the
available
space.
highlight
which accelerates velocity and increases the kinetic energy of the air. This acceleration can also be
this issue,The
a number
of
studies
have
tried
to
increase
power
by
forcing
air
through
a
duct
with a
sizelocating
of WTs the
for building
integration
is constrained
by the
available
space.inTowind
highlight
this
attained by
wind turbine
between
two buildings.
These
increases
velocity
turbine
which
accelerates
velocity
andtoincreases
the kinetic
energy
of the air.
Thiswith
acceleration
issue,
a number
of two
studies
have tried
forcing
air through
a duct
a turbine can
occurring
between
buildings
are alsoincrease
knownpower
as the by
Venturi
effects
[61] or building
augmented
also wind
be
attained
by
locating
the
wind
turbine
between
two
buildings.
These
increases
in
wind
which
accelerates
velocity
and
increases
the
kinetic
energy
of
the
air.
This
acceleration
can
alsovelocity
be
turbine (BAWT) [62]. Heo et al. [63] conducted CFD analysis of a 110-kW BAWT with different
attained
by
locating
the
wind
turbine
between
two
buildings.
These
increases
in
wind
velocity
occurring
between
two
buildings
are
also
known
as
the
Venturi
effects
[61]
or
building
augmented
reference wind speed and flow angles. Figure 13 shows the structure of the wind turbine and sky
occurring
between
two buildings
also
known
thewas
Venturi
orResults
building
augmented
windbridge
turbine
[62].
Heo
al.are
[63]
conducted
CFD
analysis
of a[61]
110-kW
BAWT
with that
different
on(BAWT)
the buildings.
The etturbulence
model as
used
the effects
RANS-SST.
showed
wind
turbine
(BAWT)
[62].
Heo
et
al.
[63]
conducted
CFD
analysis
of
a
110-kW
BAWT
with
different
reference
wind speed
and
flow angles.
Figure
13 shows
structure
of the
turbine
and
sky
aerodynamic
power
production
of 110
kW BAWT
wasthe
more
compared
to wind
110 kW
stand-alone
WTbridge
reference
speed and flow
angles.
Figure
13
shows
the
structure among
of the wind
turbine
andflow
sky
because
of wind
the The
concentration
effect
produced
by
the
wind
acceleration
buildings
when
on the
buildings.
turbulence
model
used
was
the
RANS-SST.
Results
showed
that
aerodynamic
bridge
on
the
buildings.
The
turbulence
model
used
was
the
RANS-SST.
Results
showed
that
angle
is betweenof
−30
and
15°.BAWT
Because
of the
steady
rotational
the WT, the WT
impact
of flowof the
power
production
110
kW
was
more
compared
todirection
110 kWof
stand-alone
because
aerodynamic
power production
of 110 kW BAWT was more compared to 110 kW stand-alone WT
angle
showed
unsymmetrical
nature.
concentration
effect produced by the wind acceleration among buildings when flow angle is between
because of the concentration effect produced by the wind acceleration among buildings when flow
◦
−30 and
. Because
ofand
the15°.
steady
rotational
direction
of the
WT, theofimpact
angle
showed
angle15is between
−30
Because
of the steady
rotational
direction
the WT,of
theflow
impact
of flow
unsymmetrical
nature.
angle showed unsymmetrical nature.

Figure 13. Configuration of the 110-kW wind turbine and buildings with a sky bridge studied in [63].
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A similar study by Chaudhry et al. [64] also used CFD to analyse the efficiency of BAWT but
similar
study or
by structural
Chaudhry morphology
et al. [64] alsoofused
to analyse
efficiency of
but
focusedAon
the shape
the CFD
building.
The the
performance
of BAWT
the turbines
focused
on
the
shape
or
structural
morphology
of
the
building.
The
performance
of
the
turbines
integrated into buildings with triangular, square and circular cross-sections (see Figure 14) was
integrated
buildings
triangular,
square
andwas
circular
(see
Figure
14) was
analysed
and into
compared
withwith
a benchmark
model
which
basedcross-sections
on the Bahrain
Trade
Centre.
Based
and compared
with
benchmark
model
which
was based
on shape
the Bahrain
Trade
on analysed
the simulated
conditions,
the aresults
showed
that the
circular
building
was the
mostCentre.
effective
Based on the
simulated in
conditions,
results
showed that
thedirection.
circular building
shape
wasestablished
the most
orientation,
particularly
the areasthe
with
a dominant
wind
Wang et
al. [65]
effective
orientation,
particularly
in
the
areas
with
a
dominant
wind
direction.
Wang
et
al. [65]
the relationship between potential of wind energy and two perpendicular building configurations
established
the
relationship
between
potential
of
wind
energy
and
two
perpendicular
building
(converging and diverging) by conducting CFD analysis. The results showed that, in a converging
configurations (converging and diverging) by conducting CFD analysis. The results showed that, in
configuration, the wind energy potential at the rooftop normally increased when the corner separation
a converging configuration, the wind energy potential at the rooftop normally increased when the
became bigger, while in a separating configuration, it decreased gradually with corner enlargement.
corner separation became bigger, while in a separating configuration, it decreased gradually with
Veena et al. [66] conducted research on the optimal sitting of wind turbines with high rise buildings
corner enlargement. Veena et al. [66] conducted research on the optimal sitting of wind turbines with
using CFD simulations. Two configurations were compared: wind turbines in between twin towers
high rise buildings using CFD simulations. Two configurations were compared: wind turbines in
and
building with roof top wind turbines. The use of realistic wind profiles gathered from a weather
between twin towers and building with roof top wind turbines. The use of realistic wind profiles
projection
the projection
focus of the
study.
shown
for have
a standalone
high-rise
gatheredmodel
from a was
weather
model
was Results
the focushave
of the
study.that
Results
shown that
for a
building,
there
was
a
substantial
fraction
on
which
winds
were
enough
to
be
used
in
wind
power
standalone high-rise building, there was a substantial fraction on which winds were enough to
be
production.
In the
caseproduction.
of twin buildings,
WTsofwind
be positioned
alsocan
in be
between
the buildings
used in wind
power
In the case
twin can
buildings,
WTs wind
positioned
also in
and
not onlythe
at buildings
the roof top.
2 m/s
achieved
distance
of fraction
between
andThe
notvelocity
only atof
the
roof can
top.be
The
velocityforofa 2separation
m/s can be
achieved
for a
0.2separation
and 2–2.8 distance
m/s for of
0.5.
fraction 0.2 and 2–2.8 m/s for 0.5.

Figure 14. Integration of wind turbines into buildings with different shapes.
Figure 14. Integration of wind turbines into buildings with different shapes.

Locating a roof-mounted wind turbines where there is a significant separated zone will subject
a roof-mounted
wind
turbines where
there
is is
a significant
separated
zone
willcause
subject
theLocating
WT to low
wind velocity and
positioning
it where
there
high turbulence
intensity
could
theearly
WT blade
to lowfailure.
wind velocity
andsimulation
positioning
where
high turbulence
could
cause
Hence, CFD
ofitthe
windthere
flow is
around
the buildingintensity
rooftop with
wind
early
blade
failure.
Hence,
CFD
simulation
of
the
wind
flow
around
the
building
rooftop
with
wind
turbines could help mitigate the issues during the early stages of the design. Ledo et al. [10] studied
the wind
flowhelp
characteristics
around
typical
suburban
roof
including
flat,
turbines
could
mitigate the
issuesthree
during
the early
stages
of profiles
the design.
Ledo et
al.pyramidal,
[10] studied
roofs.characteristics around three typical suburban roof profiles including flat, pyramidal,
thepitched
wind flow
wind flow in such areas was simulated using CFD based on SST k-ω turbulence model and
pitchedThe
roofs.
to The
search
the flow
mostin
effective
and was
efficient
turbineusing
placeCFD
of installation.
Findings
showed that
power
wind
such areas
simulated
based on SST
k-ω turbulence
model
and
of WT
installed
onand
flat efficient
roofs were
more place
consistent
and with higher
power
as compared
to
to outputs
search the
most
effective
turbine
of installation.
Findings
showed
that power
some roof
profiles.
Theon
work
Balduzzi
al. [55,67]
presented
a comprehensive
CFD
analysis of to
outputs
of WT
installed
flatofroofs
were et
more
consistent
and with
higher power
as compared
the
suitability
of
rooftop
installation
of
Darrieus
wind.
The
effects
of
geometric
proportion,
some roof profiles. The work of Balduzzi et al. [55,67] presented a comprehensive CFD analysisroof
of the
shape, and building height on the performance were evaluated. Padmanabhan [68] used CFD to
suitability of rooftop installation of Darrieus wind. The effects of geometric proportion, roof shape,
investigate the feasibility of wind turbines on an adjustable roof to increase power production and
and building height on the performance were evaluated. Padmanabhan [68] used CFD to investigate
wind velocity of small WTs positioned in urban environments.
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the feasibility of wind turbines on an adjustable roof to increase power production and wind velocity
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of small WTs positioned in urban environments.
A
by Abohela
Abohela et
et al.
al. [69,70]
[69,70] to
wind flow
flow on
on top
top of
of six
A CFD
CFD study
study was
was conducted
conducted by
to investigate
investigate wind
six
different
roof
shapes
including
vaulted,
flat,
gabled,
wedged,
domed,
and
pyramidal
roofs,
to
identify
different roof shapes including vaulted, flat, gabled, wedged, domed, and pyramidal roofs, to
the
mostthe
efficient
location location
of the WT
the and
mostthe
efficient
roof shape
installing
WTs, asWTs,
shown
identify
most efficient
of and
the WT
most efficient
rooffor
shape
for installing
as
in
Figure
15.
Results
showed
that
the
vaulted
roof
was
the
most
effective
roof
shape
as
the
WT
shown in Figure 15. Results showed that the vaulted roof was the most effective roof shape as the WT
generated
56% more
compared to
to aa stand-alone
WT at
at the
the exact
generated 56%
more electricity
electricity compared
stand-alone WT
exact place
place with
with similar
similar flow
flow
settings.
Incontrary,
contrary,the
thewedged
wedgedroof
roof
showed
least
accelerating
effect
on wind
on of
topit.of
it.
settings. In
showed
thethe
least
accelerating
effect
on wind
on top
The
The
Tabrizi
et
al.
[71]
study
also
investigated
the
performance
of
a
WT
installation
on
a
rooftop
of
Tabrizi et al. [71] study also investigated the performance of a WT installation on a rooftop of aa
warehouse
warehouse using
using CFD.
CFD. The
The analysis
analysis also
also included
included the
the surrounding
surrounding buildings
buildings to
toaaradius
radiusof
of200
200m.
m.
Although
many
studies
[72–75]
have
shown
that
Large
Eddy
Simulation
(LES)
presents
better
Although many studies [72–75] have shown that Large Eddy Simulation (LES) presents better
agreement
particular when
the separated
separated
agreement with
with experiments
experiments than
than RANS
RANS in
in particular
when predicting
predicting the
the behaviour
behaviour of
of the
flows
around
buildings,
its
computational
cost
for
modelling
full
scale
geometries
is
very
high.
Hence
flows around buildings, its computational cost for modelling full scale geometries is very high. Hence
RANS
Toja-Silva et
performed CFD
CFD simulations
simulations based
several
RANS models
models are
are still
still widely
widely used.
used. Toja-Silva
et al.
al. [72]
[72] performed
based on
on several
RANS
turbulence
models
of
the
airflow
around
different
types
of
roof-mounted
wind
turbines
(HAWT,
RANS turbulence models of the airflow around different types of roof-mounted wind turbines
VAWT
and
ducted).
focus was
replicate
actual
measurements
data for bothdata
airflow
velocity
and
(HAWT,
VAWT
andThe
ducted).
The to
focus
was to
replicate
actual measurements
for both
airflow
turbulence
kinetic
energy
around
the
roof
of
a
building.
The
work
provided
guidelines
on
the
optimum
velocity and turbulence kinetic energy around the roof of a building. The work provided guidelines
positioning
of wind
turbines on
of turbines
an isolated
model.
Mohamed
WoodMohamed
[73] modified
on the optimum
positioning
of top
wind
onbuilding
top of an
isolated
buildingand
model.
and
the
standard
k-ε
model
by
developing
new
formulation
of
the
eddy
viscosity
and
compared
with
Wood [73] modified the standard k-ε model by developing new formulation of the eddy viscosity
previous
modifications
designed
for stagnation
regions for
around
buildings.
The results
thatThe
the
and compared
with previous
modifications
designed
stagnation
regions
aroundshowed
buildings.
developed
model
provided
more accurate
k values and
for stream-wise
results showed
that
the developed
model provided
moredisplayed
accurate kcomparable
values andresults
displayed
comparable
mean
velocity
predicted
by
the
SST
model.
Furthermore,
combination
of
the
developed
model
results for stream-wise mean velocity predicted by the SST model. Furthermore, combination
ofand
the
eddy
viscosity
model
provided
the
most
accurate
estimation
of
the
velocities
and
turbulence.
Many
of
developed model and eddy viscosity model provided the most accurate estimation of the velocities
the
modelsMany
showed
substantial
over estimation
the k or normal
stresses at of
thethe
windward
side
andRANS
turbulence.
of the
RANS models
showed of
substantial
over estimation
k or normal
of
the
building
while
other
RANS
models
that
accurately
reproduced
the
windward
side
k
or
normal
stresses at the windward side of the building while other RANS models that accurately reproduced
stresses
showedside
significant
under stresses
estimation
of thesignificant
k or normalunder
stresses
above the
the windward
k or normal
showed
estimation
ofcentre
the k or
orleeward
normal
side
of
the
building
[74].
stresses above the centre or leeward side of the building [74].
Toja-Silva
Toja-Silva et
et al.
al. [75]
[75] expanded
expanded their
their work
work by
by studying
studying the
the impact
impact of
of roof
roof solar
solar panels
panels on
on wind
wind
◦
turbines.
The solar
solar panels
turbines. The
panels were
were simulated
simulated with
with tilt
tilt angles
angles of
of 10–30
10–30°.. The
The study
study highlighted
highlighted that
that the
the
recirculation
vortex
among
the
upstream
edge
of
the
roof
and
the
first
array
of
solar
panel
had
the
recirculation vortex among the upstream edge of the roof and the first array of solar panel had the
highest
thethe
study
recommended
to position
the Vertical
Axis Wind
Turbine
a horizontal
highest velocity
velocityand
and
study
recommended
to position
the Vertical
Axis
Wind inTurbine
in a
position
inside
this vortex.
horizontal
position
inside this vortex.

Figure 15.
path
lines
along
the the
central
planplan
for the
roof
Figure
15. Vertical
Verticalstream
streamwise
wisevelocity
velocity
path
lines
along
central
for investigated
the investigated
shapes
[69]. [69].
roof
shapes

Wang et al. [76] studied the effect of different forms (flat, trough, double-pitched, gable) of a
canopy roof on the airflow over the roof and the potential wind energy generation using CFD
simulation. The results showed that under the flat type canopy there is minimal amplification of wind
energy amplification. The addition of an overhang to the upstream of the flat canopy slightly
improved the wind concentration under the canopy, however, it was disadvantageous for the region
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Wang et al. [76] studied the effect of different forms (flat, trough, double-pitched, gable) of
a canopy roof on the airflow over the roof and the potential wind energy generation using CFD
simulation. The results showed that under the flat type canopy there is minimal amplification of wind
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energy amplification. The addition of an overhang to the upstream of the flat canopy slightly improved
theabove
winditconcentration
under
the canopy,
however,
it was disadvantageous
for the
region
above it (no
(no concentration
of wind).
The trough
configuration
showed improved
wind
concentration
concentration
wind).
The mainly
trough under
configuration
showed
wind concentration
compared toofthe
flat type
its canopy
while improved
the gable configuration
mainlycompared
above its to
thecanopy.
flat typeThe
mainly
under
its canopy
while
the pitch
gable angle
configuration
mainly
its canopy.
double
double
pitched
type with
a 20°
was found
to beabove
the best
in termsThe
of wind
◦
pitched
type with a 20 pitch angle was found to be the best in terms of wind concentration.
concentration.
CFD
was
used
to evaluate
impacts
of heights
and simple
shapes
airreaching
flow
CFD
was
used
to evaluate
the the
impacts
of heights
and simple
househouse
shapes
on theon
airthe
flow
reaching
wind
turbines
study
ofWakes
White [77].
and Municipal
Wakes [77].governments
Municipal governments
in New
wind
turbines
in the
studyinofthe
White
and
in New Zealand
have
Zealand
have
authority
to
impose
height
of
the
building
constraint
in
rural
areas,
including
the
WTs.
authority to impose height of the building constraint in rural areas, including the WTs. Currently,
Currently,
there is no
sufficient information
to understand
which
height limitations
may reduce
wind
there
is no sufficient
information
to understand
which height
limitations
may reduce
wind resource
resource
useWTs
by small
WTs
placedareas.
in these
study
found
that permitted
structure
is
use
by small
placed
in these
Theareas.
studyThe
found
that
permitted
structure
height height
is not high,
not
high,
forcing
either
acceptance
of
sub-optimal
turbine
output
or
length
planning
consent
process.
forcing either acceptance of sub-optimal turbine output or length planning consent process. Municipal
Municipal governments can minimise the barriers to small wind turbine installation through taking
governments
can minimise the barriers to small wind turbine installation through taking taller towers
taller towers into account, in the range of 15–20 m. This range is transferrable to all rural area, where
into account, in the range of 15–20 m. This range is transferrable to all rural area, where a small number
a small number of small turbines are recognised for installation near dwellings.
of small turbines are recognised for installation near dwellings.
Several studies focused on the impact of surrounding buildings on the performance of BIWT
Several studies focused on the impact of surrounding buildings on the performance of BIWT [78–82].
[78–82]. Zhou et al. [19] focused on finding the most efficient and effective design that could accelerate
Zhou et al. [19] focused on finding the most efficient and effective design that could accelerate the
the speed of wind flow for wind turbines in low-rise residential buildings. Figure 16 shows an
speed
of wind
flow
for wind
turbineseffect
in low-rise
buildings.
Figure
shows an
example
example
of the
wind
amplification
of theresidential
designed building
shape
in 16
a sample
building.
of According
the wind to
amplification
effect
of thedifferent
designed
building
shape
a sample
building.
According
the assessment
between
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Micro sitting of wind turbines installed at the rooftop in an urban environment was investigated
Micro sitting of wind turbines installed at the rooftop in an urban environment was investigated
in Wang et al. [81] study using CFD simulation to analysed the wind turbulence behaviours on the
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results suggested that the optimum installation height was 1.51–1.70 times theheight range of
building and the best locations were at the front position where the acceleration of the wind reaches
the maximum, as the wind direction changes. The methods proposed in this study could offer a viable
schem for micrositing of WT installed at the rooftop in urban areas.
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The results suggested that the optimum installation height was 1.51–1.70 times theheight range of
building and the best locations were at the front position where the acceleration of the wind reaches
the maximum, as the wind direction changes. The methods proposed in this study could offer a viable
schem for micrositing of WT installed at the rooftop in urban areas.
Sunderland et al. [6] presented two models which can consider issues such as wind velocity
variation and how it affects the turbine and wind velocity variation which are entirely based on
the standard deviation within successive 10-min time intervals and observed mean wind speed.
These approaches were based on turbulence intensity, appreciation of the standards metric, and in
conjunction with the power curve of a 2.5-kW WT. The first method was an adaptation of a model based
on the initial results to measure the loss of power performance of turbines with the use of Gaussian
probability distribution to stimulate turbulence. The second method overcomes these barriers by
the novel application of the Weibull Distribution. The first and second models were assessed at
suburban and urban locations in Ireland, where sonic anemometry was installed at around 1.5 times
the standard height of the buildings at particular areas. According to the results of the investigation,
it was suggested that both methods can replicate this.
Yang et al. [82] developed an assessment methodology based on CFD to identify the potential
mounting locations of WTs and calculate the generation while considering the impact of the local
terrain. The CFD model was validated with field experiments and the results of the realisable k-ε
model agreed well with the experimental data. The authors highlighted the difference between the
method they proposed and those recommended in the literature which had flaws in offering optimum
mounting locations in small-scale environments.
Several authors [83,84] explored the potential of unconventional methods of incorporation of
wind energy systems into the built environment. Park et al. [83] proposed and assessed a BIWT
systems incorporated into the building façade which combines a series of guide vanes to re-direct and
accelerate the wind into a rotor. The work used CFD to simulate and optimise the system configuration
which was also validated by scaled experiments. The results showed that the system can accelerate the
wind velocity to satisfactory levels and, therefore, increases power production. Hassanli et al. [84] used
CFD modelling to assess the characteristics of the flow in a Double-Skin Façade (DSF) system with
openings for harvesting wind energy in high rise buildings. The model was assessed with wind tunnel
experiments and a good agreement was found between the results (15% discrepancy). The results
showed that the uniformity of the flow improved while the turbulence progressively decays as the
flow progressed through the DSF cavity.
Table 2 summarises the different CFD studies on building integrated wind turbines in urban
areas. The studies highlighted the complex wind conditions in urban areas which presents major
challenges for the installation of WTs. The wind conditions in urban locations are very complex due
to surface roughness and the presence of obstacles, i.e., buildings and structures, characterised with
low wind speed and high turbulence which are not desirable with regards to power generation by
wind turbines. Also, there is uncertainty and limited understanding regarding how the turbulence
within urban areas affects the WT effectiveness. Several researchers have employed CFD modelling to
establish the feasibility of roof- or building-integrated turbines. CFD was utilised to study how the
wind flows on a building or a roof, the effect of the speed, direction and turbulence of flow and the
interference effects of surrounding buildings or structures on the wind turbine. Many studies used
CFD simulation on WTs integrated in a building to understand the wind flow around the building and
use the result to optimise the positioning of the wind turbines and maximise the power generation.
Similar to the small-scale wind turbines, many of the CFD studies used low order models and few
investigations used models such as LES and Reynolds Stress Transport models.
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Table 2. Wind Turbine Assessment—Building Mounted Wind Turbine.
Author

Ayhan and Saglam (2012)

Type/Integration
Building mounted wind
power systems

Number of WT

-

Capacity

1.4 kW

Method/Tool

Key Findings

FLUENT, 3D,
standard k-ε

The typical Darrieus WT was not suitable as it was too noisy. Savonius WT rotor
shortcoming was its low per power coefficient.
Decreasing the design TSR and through using blade sweep, noise level can be
reduced. Standard dimensions were 10–20% of the characteristic building height.

Heo et al. (2016)

Between two buildings

2

110 kW

CFX, URANS, 3D,
SST k-ε

The aerodynamic power production of 110 kW wind turbine installed on a building
was higher as compared to a stand-alone 110 kW WT because of the concentration
effect caused by the wind speed acceleration between buildings. Moreover, this
advantage showed in flow angle between −30 and 15◦ . Because of the fixed
rotational direction of the WT, the effect of flow angle demonstrated asymmetric
condition. It is also shown that to exceed Betz limit of 0.593 is possible by the effect of
buildings similar to the ducts and shrouds.

Chaudhry et al. (2014)

Between two buildings

3

26.9 kW

FLUENT RANS, 3D,
standard k-ε

Results of the investigation showed that circular building morphology was the most
effective buildingshape, specifically suitable to areas with a dominant prevailing
wind direction.

-

FLUENT RANS, 3D,
standard k-ε

The results demonstrated that in converging inlet mode, wind energy potential on the
roof rises reasonably as the corner separation becomes larger, whereas in diverging
inlet mode it reduces gradually with corner enlargement. When compared with
isolated building, most of the corner configurations investigated demonstrated more
wind energy density over the roof.
Reattachment length decreases on increasing the separation distance. The highest
velocity rate on the second building was almost similar to that of the first building for
non-dimensional separation distance up to 0.2 while for greater separations,
the velocity reduces to 75%.

Wang et al. (2015)

Between two buildings

2

Veena et al. (2013)

WT on high rise buildings

3

-

Open FOAM,
GAMBIT

Zhou et al. (2017)

Micro-wind utilisation in
low-rise buildings

-

-

FLUENT, k-ε
turbulence

The potential of applying wind energy in low-rise residential buildings is enormous
through implementing the proposed building shape of composite prism. Results
showed great potential for wind energy implementation in built environment.

Balduzzi 2012

Darrieus VAWT installed
at the rooftop of a
building

-

-

OpenFOAM, 2D,
SIMPLE, Standard ke
3 turbulence

The study showed 70%notable increase of the capacity factor in the rooftop area of
installation building can be reached it was reasonably higher compared to the
surrounding buildings and optimum geometric proportions of the building itself with
respect to its upwind building were achieved; if not, a continuous detriment of the
potential energy was observed.

Tabrizi, 2014

Rooftop wind turbines

-

-

ANSYS CFX 14, WAsP

Analysis of the model demonstrated that the outcome was mainly sensitive to
building height and shape, roof shape, turbine installation height and location,
and wind direction.

OpenFOAM LES,
RANS

The most practical areas to install HAWT were above z/0.1 H = 9 from the roof
surface upstream and above z/0.3 H = 1 downstream. It was suggested to incline the
HAWT by 5◦ downwards at the upstream region below z/0.3 H = 1. The application
of VAWT was suggested below these heights. The VAWT installation in horizontal
position at the central-upstream area near to the roof surface was also taken into
consideration, to make use of the recirculation of the flow.

Toja-Silva, 2015

HAWT, VAWT

-

-
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Table 2. Cont.
Author

Type/Integration

Number of WT

Capacity

Method/Tool

Key Findings

White and Wakes (2014)

Small wind-turbine to be
installed on a tower

-

-

FLUENT

The existing permitted structure heights are not sufficiently high, hence lengthy
planning consent processes and acceptance of sub-optimal turbine output were still
needed. It was suggested that the Municipal councils in New Zealand may decrease
barriers to small wind-turbine installations by considering taller towers, in the
15–20 m range, acceptable.

Wang et al. (2018)

Roof mounting
wind turbine

1

-

FLUENT, k-ε
turbulence, SIMPLEC

Optimal installation height is from 1.51 to 1.79 times the height of building and the
best locations are at the forefront where the wind acceleration reaches its highest
point, as the wind direction varies.

Ledo et al., 2011

Building-integrated
micro-wind turbines

-

-

FLUENT

The study demonstrated how the wind flow features are highly dependent on the
shape of the roofs. It was seen that turbines integrated on flat roofs are possibly to
produce higher and more steady power for the similar turbine hub elevation than the
other roof shapes.

Abohela et al. (2011)

Roof Mounted Wind
Turbine

1

-

FLUENT 12.1, 3D,
RANS, k-ε turbulence,

The vaulted roof was the optimum roof shape for wind turbines installed on the
rooftop as the WT would generate 56% higher electricity compared to stand alone WT
in the similar places under similar flow situations. Whereas the wedged roof showed
least performance with regards to the accelerating effect on wind above it.

Toja-Silva et al. (2013)

BAWT, HAWT, VAWT

-

-

ANSYS FLUENT, 2D

The results demonstrated that HAWT had better performance in flat-terrain
installations, while in high-density building surroundings, the dominance of VAWT
was shown.

Yang et al. (2016)

VAWT

Park et al. (2015)

Facade-integrated wind
turbine (BIWT)

Hassanli et al. (2017)

Small-scale wind turbines
installed on a
building-high with
double Skin Façade,
VAWT and VAWT

-

-

ANSYS/Fluent, 3D,
RANS, k-ε model

The high-rise buildings in the upstream direction of the investigated area have a
tendency to block the incoming wind and create greater turbulence intensity on
specific areas of the objective building. It was seen to be promising to increase the
hub height and place micro turbines on the windward side of the building to obtain
greater wind power production.

-

0.248 kWh/day
for a year

SIMPLE,
Navier–Stokes,
2D/Steady, k-omega
(Standard), SIMPLE

It was seen from performance assessment that the model with the guide vane design
and rotor for the Building Integrated Wind Turbine system accelerated the wind
velocity to a satisfactory level and therefore enhances the power coefficient
considerably. It was proven that the recommended configuration was promising for
the sustainable and renewable energy production for urban areas.

-

FLUENT, SST-SAS,
k-ω is, Eddy-viscosity,
defaults to a URANS

The flow became more uniform while the turbulence gradually declines as flow
develops through the cavity for all wind directions. Therefore, the areas in the middle
of the leading and trailing sides of the cavity were promising locations for installing
small-scale, building-mounted wind turbines. Also, the DSF system with a strategic
opening can efficiently improve the flow within the cavity for a wide-ranging
incident wind angles and can be used for wind energy harvesting purposes.

-
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4. Large Scale
The primary aim of a wind farm is to maximise energy production and at the same time reduce
the cost. Power generation of a wind farm is reliant on the wind speed, which is reliant on atmospheric
conditions, terrain landscape, and upstream wakes of the turbine. The loss of power production
because of the wake intervention of upstream wind turbines, namely wake losses can reduce the
yearly energy production of a wind farm by 10–20% [85,86]. CFD simulation is an important tool
in wind farm layout optimisation and allows the examination of potential wind turbine sites to be
carried out in advance [86]. CFD models such as actuator disk and line have been developed to
simulate complex wake phenomena and their interactions with terrain. For the actuator disk and line
approach, the modelling of the turbine is carried out by imposing aerodynamic forces through a disk
representative of the rotor or lines representative of the blades. A more accurate simulation of the
aerodynamic effects is the direct blade modelling approach [87] in which the geometry of the wind
turbine is incorporated into the domain. However, these simulations are computationally expensive
and must be used sparingly during the wind farm optimisation process. Studies on detailed wind
farm-ABL simulation and turbine-wake interactions based on LES have increased over the years.
While it is computationally expensive for LES to resolve all the complete flow physics in wind farm
simulations, such as the blade boundary layers, it does lead to quite accurate predictions of wakes.
However, LES modelling of wind farms involves extensive computational times (several hours to days
for a single condition) and, hence, require super-computing. Hence, LES models are not useful for the
purpose of wind farm layout optimisation.
Traditionally, wind farm layout is designed based on simple rules that lead to regular,
straight-lined layouts, where turbines are often organised in identical rows and separated by a large
distance. It is a very challenging task to have several design objectives and constraints due to multiple
wake phenomena. Many researches have reported that irregular layouts result in a higher expected
energy production than regular grids [86]. There are three main issues that are vital for the wake
behaviour, these include the yaw angle, energy extraction, and atmospheric stratification. During
evaluations and generalisations of models, knowledge of the behaviour of full-scale turbines plays a
significant factor. The blade’s design will create a specific wake that will be unique for every turbine, so
the momentum transport in the wake will also be unique. Examinations of the near wake of full-scale
turbines are important to simplify the results from far wake measurements on these devices [88].
The cost of onshore wind turbine energy production is amongst the lowest, although it is often
positioned in complex terrains where there is uncertainty in terms of the available wind resources
due to the surrounding topography [86]. Full-size turbines in a complex topography was studied by
Castellani et al. [3] using CFD and experiments. The aim of their research was to test the vibrations at
the structure and drive train level. Figure 17 demonstrates the inter-turbine distance and layout of the
sub-cluster in in the study. The data was gathered through the on-board situation examining system
were assessed and considering wind situations and working constraints gathered by the supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) [89,90]. CFD simulation was used, which allowed for better
interpretation of the vibration assessment. The most important result was the interpretation of how
wakes and flow turbulences appear in the vibration signals, at the structural and drive train levels.
Hence, this wind to gear system created links among flow and mechanical phenomena in the aspect of
vibrations, indicating an important tool for analysing loads in various working conditions. In another
study, Castellani et al. [91] investigated the combined impact of wakes and terrain-driven flow on the
performance of WT. The subcluster of four turbines in a very complex terrain was evaluated through
CFD simulations and experimental SCADA data mining. Researchers within the Project Wakebench
developed a framework for the evaluation of wind farm flow models operating at the micro-scale level.
The study [92,93] highlighted the verification and validation method applied to wake models of wind
farm including benchmarking and data processing methods for SCADA datasets.
The neutral atmospheric and wind turbine wind flow over complex terrain were examined by
Makridis and Chick [94] using CFD Fluent software. An actuator disc model built based on the BEM
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Figure 17. The layout and the inter-turbine distance of the sub-cluster investigated [3].

The neutral atmospheric and wind turbine wind flow over complex terrain were examined by
Makridis and Chick [94] using CFD Fluent software. An actuator disc model built based on the BEM
Theory was used for the model of the rotor effects. The 3D RANS calculations with RSM was used to
investigate the atmospheric turbulence. The results have shown that predicted wake deficit was in
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spatial changes of wind velocity for different areas with complex terrains. Figure 18 shows the
methodology for potential wind energy assessment. The wind resource assessment involved
statistical analysis, CFD simulations and on-site measurement. Also, a case study on wind resource
assessment for an offshore island with complex terrain structures was equipped with anemometers
for long-term wind measurement was implemented. A detailed wind resource map of the offshore
island was achieved over the wind data from a single measurement site coupled with the simulations
and showed a great use for future wind farm sitting and turbine micro-sitting.

Figure 18. The methodology used for potential wind energy assessment with coupled CFD/on-site

Figure 18. The methodology used for potential wind energy assessment with coupled CFD/on-site
measurement [95].
measurement [95].

Figure 18. The methodology used for potential wind energy assessment with coupled CFD/on-site
measurement [95].
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Schmidt and Stoevesandt [102] examined the flow over several types of hill geometries using
RANS CFD models. The results for every hill studied were transformed into numerical models that
converted arbitrary uninterrupted inlet flow behaviour by rescaling the obstacle effects. The result
of these models were analysed by comparing them to the full results of CFD; initially for the ABL
flow and later a single WT wake in the presence of a hill. The incorporation of such models into the
flapFOAM wind farm software was investigated, developing their inclusion to a complete modular
wind farm layout optimisation procedure.
The effect of atmospheric stability on a WT wake was investigated numerically and experimentally
in the study of Machefaux et al. [103]. The modelling was conducted using the actuator disk rotor
and large eddy simulation. The model was validated using data obtained from full-size experiments
based on pulsed lidar calculations of the wake flow ground of a stall with 500 kW WT and a reasonable
agreement was observed between the results. A spectral tensor model with buoyancy effects was
developed and employed to adapt turbulence interaction of the approaching wind flow to the thermal
stratification. Discrepancies were studied for future model advancement.
Liu et al. [104] examined a wind farm in southwest China in a mountainous area using numerical
CFD modelling. A newly developed actuator disk technique using rotor data which includes
blade geometry data, pitch and attack angle was employed to examine the flow behaviour of
the wind farm, specifically the developing wake beside the WTs. When comparing the in situ
measurements and actuator disk technique, the newly developed actuator disk method demonstrated
better agreement with the measurements. The results showed that the stable simulation integrated
with optimised actuator disk method was capable of evaluating the wind resource very well and
provided better balance among accuracy and efficiency compared to costly computation methods
including actuator-line/actuator-surface transient models, or a less accurate approach including the
linear velocity reduced wake model.
Politis et al. [105] used CFD methods to estimate the full wind farms production in complex
topography and investigate the development and patterns of wake flow. The work used two types
of solvers; in-house developed CRES–flowNS and FLUENT’s CFDWake and CFD Navier–Stokes
solvers to evaluate the large wind farm performance. Without any wind turbines, similar results were
obtained from both models while significant variances increase when wind turbine modelling was
presented. The prediction of CFD wake was satisfactory, although the method was only possible when
the direction of wind is almost upright to the wind turbine rows. The CRES–flowNS employed two
types of approximations for estimating the reference wind velocity which needs a single calculation
for the full wind farm.
A study of wind farm layout optimisation on a Gaussian hill was presented in Feng and Shen [106]
research. Jensen wake model and CFD simulation were combined and an RS algorithm was employed
to optimise the power production of a wind farm, taking account of wind farm boundary restraint and
minimal distance constraint among any two wind turbines. It was shown in the case study that the
optimised approach had a promising performance in various conditions. While in practice, it is usual
to apply an expert guess layout for improvement of a wind farm that is highly based on wind resource
and not on appropriate wake modelling. This study concluded that layout development issues in
complex topography must be examined through further realistic problem formulation and effective
numerical computations. The Jensen Wake model also required further adjustments and validations.
Parada et al. [107] focused on the approach of designing highly efficient wind farms, which was
further compared to different arrangements of standard arrayed layout considering a number of wind
turbines and different spacing. This method maximises the wind farm power and efficiently integrates
the use of real wind data and irregular terrain boundaries. It was found that standard arrayed wind
farms were sub optimal and can produce high wake losses, especially for some wind directions.
For this approach, 4.09% and 2.18% higher efficiencies were gathered compared to staggered and
aligned layouts.
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Table 3 summarises different CFD studies on the simulation and optimisation of large size
WT and wind farms. The wind farm layout optimisation on terrains has been addressed by many
studies through a number of strategies; but currently, optimising wind farm layouts on complex
topographies is very difficult because of missing computationally manageable and accurate wake
models to assess the wind farm layouts. CFD models such as actuator line and disk have been used to
simulate the interaction with challenging topographies and wake occurrences although these methods
are computationally expensive and must be used economically during the process of optimisation.
Methods proposed for large wind farms were able to see wake width to a certain level and reduction
of power output around the wind farm. In spite of few uncertainties, it showed a very promising
approach which allows to consider the slowdown in large wind farms. It was also seen that simple
methods of location assessment make it possible to remove estimations of the future WT behaviour.
Complex topography conditions showed great effects such as turbulence increase and, as a result, load
of power fluctuation, a mean wind speed increase and, consequently, power and load rise, and relation
among the power behaviour and inclination angle. Moreover, the research about wind farm layouts
obtained using guess methods from the experts were very different compared to the optimum ones
that result in a great area of improvement for wind farm layout optimisation. The turbulence intensity
and velocity behaviour depend on the complex terrain, which creates a more reliable experimental
assessment important to validate the micrositing layout. The losses of power production due to the
wake effects simply reach 20%of the overall power. The turbulence and atmospheric inflow turbulence
produced in orographic variations and interaction among atmospheric turbulence and WT in the case
of wind farm concerns. Further study in improving the novel approach for Wind Farm Layout coupled
with mathematical programming with CFD simulations of the wake behaviour is necessary to examine
the scalability of the algorithm to greater issues concerning wind farms with more potential wind
turbine sites.
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Table 3. Wind Turbine Assessment—Large Scale Wind Turbine.
Author

Type

No of WT

Capacity

Tool/Method

Key Findings

Da-Costa et al. (2006)

Wind farm within forests

-

-

WAsP, RANS, LES, k-ε

The existence of the canopy may increase the levels of turbulence by almost 2 levels of
magnitude, when compared to the outcome gathered without the model of canopy.

Castellani et al. (2017)

Full-scale wind turbines
working in a complex
topography

4

-

WindSim, RANS, LES

The main purpose of the study is to interpret in what way flow turbulences and wakes
appeared in the vibration signals, both at the drive-train and structural level. Hence, this
method creates link among mechanical and flow occurrences formed through vibrations,
presenting a precious approach for calculating loads in various operating situations.

Palma et al. (2008)

Wind turbine micro-siting
in complex terrain

WAsP

Gust factors and turbulence intensity showed to be unreliable estimators and highly
dependent on sampling level and mean time period. Despite of great variances among
the average wind speed at each of the 5 areas, the field measurements at one location,
after appropriate investigations, added to the confidence in results and improved
knowledge of the field of wind flow.

Makridis and Chick (2013)

Wind turbine wakes with
terrain effects

1

-

WAsP, Fluent, VBM

The assessment of stream wise variations of turbulence and speed demonstrated a better
agreement for both the downstream and upstream of the hilltop; the only main
discrepancies were an underestimation of the velocity increase at the hilltop which was
approximately 13% and an under prediction of the turbulence power at a hill around the
lee side which was approximately35%.

Yan and Li (2016)

Wake effects of wind
turbines

-

-

LES, WAsP, RANS,
Navier–Stokes

The clear characteristics of the wind potential distribution was altitude-dependent and
thus more wind energy was anticipated to be harvested with the rising elevation.

Nedjari et al. (2017)

Wind turbine wake
growth in farm over flat
and complex topography

-

2 MW horizontal
axis wind
turbine

FLUENT, RANS, 2D, 3D

The wind turbine design including the rotor diameter and mast height applied in the
wake ground interaction showed to be an important factor to be considered when
identifying the optimum distance in a wind farm.
The effects of the terrain on the wake were decreased at the top hub level with
symmetrical wake sizes downwstream the rotor.

Kuo et al. (2016)

Wind farm layout
optimisation on complex
topographies

-

-

LES, RANS

Incorporating a CFD wake model with mixed-integer programming demonstrated that it
can produce optimum layouts in complex terrains.

FLUENT, Wind Multiplier,
RIS

Consideration of wind farm topography can generate important advantages and the
wake interactions can be highly decreased by carefully positioning of wind turbines in
the situations where a narrow wind direction was dominant.

WindSim, CDS, Standard
k-ε, k-ε with Yap
corrections, RNG k-ε and
Modified k-ε

The WindSim was an ideal software to investigate the flow of the wind on a very complex
topography like in the studied locations in Mauritius with reasonable accuracy.
Topographical distribution of seasonal wind velocity was highly affected by the
local topography.

Fluent, GAMBIT, 3D, SST
k-ωturbulence, SIMPLIC

The wind-turbine wakes improved the vertical mixing, resulting in changes to the flow.
As compared to the original velocity distribution, the wind speed decreased rapidly
when passing the wind turbine and then rising slowly, however it still cannot achieve the
initial speed at 17 rotor diameters. The distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy after
the wind turbines was a bit diverse, particularly at top-tip level near the wind turbines.
The turbulent kinetic energy behind the turbine rises rapidly, and later decreases with the
extension of the downstream.

3

-

Wang et al. (2017)

Wind farm layout

-

Flat terrain
10.2–11.8 MW
Non-flat terrain
10.3–11.9 MW

Dhunny et al. (2017)

Wind farm for a highly
complex terrain

-

1500–2500
MWh/m2 /year
at 110 m

Li et al. (2016)

Wind Turbine Operation
with Low Roughness
Topography

-

-
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Table 3. Cont.
Author

Type

No of WT

Capacity

Tool/Method

Key Findings

WindFarmer,
ECN-Wakefar, WAsP,
NTUA, Meteodyn WT, k-ε

All the proposed large wind farm models had the ability to capture width of the wake to
a degree and the reduced power output moving through the wind farm. In spite of
uncertainties, this promising model integration allows to take into account the slowdown
in large wind farms.

Tromeur et al. (2016)

Wind Turbine model in a
large wind farm

Schulz et al. (2014)

Wind turbine in Complex
Topography in
Atmospheric Inflow
Situations

-

-

FLOWer,3D, DES, BEM

The complex terrain condition showed overall three main effects including the rise of
turbulence and subsequently of load and power variations, mean wind speed increase
and as a result load and power increase, and a correlation among the load and power
behaviour and inclination angle.

Schmidt and Stoevesandt
(2014)

Wind farm layout
optimisation in
complex terrain

64

2.5 MW nominal
power

OpenFOAM, RANS,
FLAPFOAM, k-ε EKM

The positioning of turbines was highly constraint for real-life on-shore developments.
However, optimisation codes can provide vital input during the design phase,
particularly for complex locations where the optimum layout may not always be obvious.

Liu et al. (2017)

Onshore wind farm in
Southwest China

33 site,

1.5 MW of
assessed power

FLUENT, RANS, SST k-ω

Stable CFD model with improved actuator disk technique was capable of examining
wind resource well and provide better balance among calculating accuracy and efficiency,
in contrary to more expensive computation methods including
actuator-surface/actuator-line transient model, or fewer accurate approaches including
linear speed reduction wake model.

Feng and Shen (2014)

Wind farm layout
optimisation in
complex terrain

25–30

17.76
19.28
17.76
19.28 MW

WAsP, LES, EllipSys3D

Wind farm layouts obtained using experts guess methods were very different compared
to the optimum ones that result in great area of improvement for wind farm layout
optimisation. Random Search algorithm showed many good features including
effectiveness in developing primary layouts in several situations, robust in multiple runs.

-

-
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5. Summary and Conclusions
Wind power is one of the most rapidly growing renewable sources of energy and with the
decreasing costs due to advancements in technology and manufacturing, the rising concerns over
energy security and environmental issues, the trend is expected to continue. CFD modelling has been
widely used by several researchers to predict the wind energy systems’ performance over the last
few decades. With the growing computing capacity of modern computers, CFD modelling became
a significant tool to numerically investigate the wind flow within the investigated site conditions.
As a result, tools and methods to measure and optimise the performance of new innovative sources
of wind energy must also continue to advance. Current developments in wind turbines using CFD
simulation have shown progress from flow modelling of flow around two-dimensional aerofoils to
ABL flow by wind turbine arrangements or wind farms.
This paper reviewed recently published studies (2010–2018) on CFD simulations of micro to
small wind turbines, buildings integrated with wind turbines, and wind turbines positioned in
a wind farm. Guidelines and recommendations were investigated for numerical schemes and
algorithms, computational domain size, turbulence modelling, and spatial and temporal discretisation.
Current development of CFD simulation of wind turbine systems and different variables affecting its
performance such as wind turbine wake interaction in wind farms, blade profile, augmentation using
guide vanes, dynamic stall control and self-starting characteristics were discussed.
Although current CFD models already perform well in predicting and optimising the performance
of small scale wind turbines (much better than simpler methods) the complex nature of turbulent flow
means that continuous improvement of models would be an ongoing challenge. Several studies have
highlighted the importance of CFD in accelerating the design process of small scale wind turbines and
bringing down the overall cost of design. Different numerical models were developed over the years
to accurately predict the aerodynamic performance of small scale wind turbines. Many of the CFD
studies used low order models including SST k-ω, k-epsilon, or Spalart–Allmaras models and few
investigations used models such as LES, DES and Reynolds Stress Transport models. Complexity and
computational cost are still noted as the main obstacles when using high-fidelity models, hence, RANS
models are still widely used. For the simulation of wind turbine in buildings, many of the RANS
models showed substantial over estimation of the k or normal stresses at the windward side of the
building while other RANS models that accurately reproduced the windward side k or normal stresses
showed significant under estimation of the k or normal stresses above the centre or leeward side of the
building. More research should also be focused on conducting and validating unsteady and transient
simulations of wind turbines which also requires additional computational effort.
Studies have shown that the integration of CFD modelling with other tools such as wind tunnel
or field measurements could provide a solution for the assessment of wind power in complex
conditions. Combining CFD with other tools like blade element momentum has also proved effective
for investigating the wind turbine performance. Most of the micro to small wind turbine used the
traditional BEM theory for designing the blades and computing the forces acting on it. Complex
conditions, specifically in urban areas, present great challenges for the installation of small turbines.
The wind conditions in urban locations are very complex due to surface roughness and the presence
of obstacles i.e., buildings and structures, characterised with low wind speed and high turbulence
which are not desirable with regards to power generation by wind turbines. Also, there is uncertainty
and lack of understanding regarding how turbulence under urban areas which contribute to the
effectiveness of the wind turbine. Several researchers have employed CFD modelling to establish
the feasibility of roof- or building-integrated wind turbines. CFD was utilised to examine the effect
of the speed, direction and turbulence of wind flow and the interference of surrounding buildings
or structures on the wind turbine’s performance. Although many studies have shown that Large
Eddy Simulation (LES) presents better agreement with experiments than RANS when predicting the
behaviour of the separated flows around buildings, its computational cost for modelling full scale
geometries is very high. Hence, RANS models are still widely used. Many of the RANS models showed
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substantial over estimation of the turbulence kinetic energy or normal stresses at the windward side
of the building while other RANS models that accurately reproduced the windward side turbulence
kinetic energy or normal stresses showed significant under estimation of the k or normal stresses
above the centre or leeward side of the building. More research should also be focused on conducting
and validating unsteady and transient simulations of wind turbines which also requires additional
computational effort. The lack of available experimental data for wind turbines installed in urban areas
makes it difficult to validate the CFD modelling and compare the viability of different BIWT. Although
some small-scale wind turbines already show good results, it should be further optimised for urban
applications. Power augmentation concepts around standard wind turbines promise performance
increase and, hence, should be further investigated. Furthermore, more research should be focused
on the noise output of small scale wind turbines. Several studies have employed CFD to predict
the turbulent flow field in combination with analytical methods to predict the noise generation by a
wind turbine.
Methods proposed for large wind farms were capable of capturing wake width to some level and
reduction of power production within the wind farm. In spite of few uncertainties, it showed a very
promising approach which allows to consider the slowdown in large wind farms. It was also been seen
that simple methods of location assessment make it possible to extract estimations on later behaviour
of the turbines. The complex topography conditions showed main effects such as turbulence intensity
increase and as a result load of power fluctuation, a mean wind speed increase and consequently
power and load rise, and connection among angle of inclination and power behaviour. Moreover,
research about the layouts gathered using expert guess methods were far from the optimal ones, which
leaves large areas of improvement for wind farm layout optimisation. The turbulence intensity and
velocity profiles vary over the complex terrain, which makes an accurate experimental assessment
important to validate the micrositing layout.
The optimisation of wind farms using CFD has received much attention in the literature. The wind
farm layout optimisation on terrains has been addressed by many works through a number of strategies;
but currently, optimising wind farm layouts in a complex topography is complicated because of the
absence of tractable computations and accurate wake simulations to assess wind farm layouts. CFD
models such as actuator line and actuator disk have been developed to investigate the interaction with
complex terrains and wake occurrences though these methods are computationally expensive and
must be used economically during the process of optimisation. Studies on detailed wind farm-ABL
simulation and turbine-wake interactions based on LES have increased over the years. While it is
computationally expensive for LES to resolve all the complete flow physics in wind farm simulations,
it does lead to accurate predictions of wakes. However, LES modelling of wind farms involves extensive
computational times (several hours to days for a single condition) and hence, require super-computing.
Hence, LES models are not useful for the purpose of wind farm layout optimisation. However,
as computing resource and power increase and as wind turbine modelling further develops, it is
expected that LES will become more feasible and continue its transition from academic environment
towards the wind industry and research and development laboratories. With improved and more
accurate tools, operators of wind farms will maximise their investments, optimally design wind
turbines and minimise the upstream turbines’ turbulent wakes.
Future research on the CFD modelling of wind turbines and wind farms should quantify the
computational uncertainties associated with the predictions, which is not only a result of errors with
discretisation and turbulence modelling but the variables, assumptions and set boundary conditions
such as the blade and topography geometry, atmospheric inflow, stratification, etc. This would enable
the fair comparison with experiments and show the areas that require improvement. Furthermore,
future work should provide more details on the required computational cost for the different
optimisation methods and wind farm dimensions. In addition, more research should be focused
on the calculation of the energy production of wind farms in complex terrains.
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ABL
ANN
BEM
BIWT
CFD
GW
DSF
HAWT
IEA
k-ε
k-ω
kW
LES
LLFV
MRF
RANS
RNG
RSM
SCADA
SST
TSR
URANS
VAWT
WT
2D
3D

Atmospheric Boundary Layer
Artificial Neural Network
Blade Element Momentum
Building Integrated Wind Turbines
Computational Fluid Dynamic
Gigawatt
Double-Skin Façade
Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine
International Energy Agency
k-epsilon
k-omega
Kilowatt
Large Eddy Simulation
Lifting Line Free Vortex
Multiple Reference Frame
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations
Re-Normalisation Group
Reynolds stress model
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Shear Stress Transport
Tip Speed Ratio
Unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations
Vertical Axis Wind Turbine
Wind Turbine
Two-dimensional
Three-dimensional
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